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8* 
J. RADIOCAllCB DA 'l'! l"RCll KT. m..IJ'.KG'l'QI 

b7 J. Oolacm 

J. progress report on excavations at this site appeared in the last 
J.uckland issue of the Newsletter, Vol. 3, no. 2 (1960), PP• 31-34. · 
Wbsn that issue went to press, work was still under wa7, but bad to be 
ab&n'doned after Queen'• Birthda,y Weekend when the bulldozers excavating 
tor the reservoir finall7 moved in. 

'l'be tenniaal at1l&9S of investigation at the site concernedz 

( 1) the nature of the occupa ticm on the lower flat overlooking the 
northern slope ot the Tolcano1 

(2) tbe sequence of events where the upper fiat met the crater aide. 

'l'be final event was the holding of a weekend school on the site at 
Queen'• Birihda7 Weekend to demonstrate methods of archaeological surveying, 
photograph;r and tbe drawing of plana and sections. 

Through the goodioffices of the •ational Historic Places Trust, which 
bad financed tbe excavations trom the outset, a charcoal sample was 
submitted for radiocarbon dating at the Institute of •uolear Sciences Lower 
Butt. 'l'b8 sample was collected from a layer of shell and scoria lying 
juat above the olcl ground surface at the top of the crater slope . 'l'b.e 
l~er predates the artificial building up of the upper fiat, the pita dug 
on it1 and the construction of the scoria faced scarp which defined the margin 
of the upper fiat above the crater (see page 33 of the 1960 Auckland 
Je1r11letter). Though the dated layer is not directly linked With any of the 
defensive features, it is difficult to conceive of any circumstances other 
than defence under which the ·crater rim of the mountain would have been 
occupied. ··- · 

'l'he date announced, 1430 A.D • .± 40, is consequently of considerable 
interest. The first non-traditional date for the occupation of the volcanic 
cones of the Auckland area, it falls well within the period of Archaic 
occupation on the nearb,-island of l!otutapu (1200 A.D. to 1675 A.D.) and 
surprisingly close to the date of Archaic sites at llerc1.U7 Ba,y (earlier 
14th century) with their abundant associated extinct bird fauna (espeoiall7 
moa). Unfortunatei, no artefactual finds were made during the Mt. 
Wellington excavations that would enable us to be definite on the 
attribution to Arcbaio or Classic llaori of the occupation there. 
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